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Golf GPS is a global position tool that can help you navigate and record golf courses and save your golf scores and stats. Golf GPS Systems includes a map of the course, your location on the course and the exact distance between you, your ball and hole. Some systems also provide
satellite images of the course. You can also download golf GPS app for use on your mobile device. Because every Golf GPS system works a little differently, you should follow the instructions you came up with with the special device or application you purchased. Here are some general
instructions for how to use a Golf GPS: Advertise charging your device for the amount of time specified in the directions before using it for the first time. Lee &gt; Register on your Golf GPS' web site. Lee &gt; Install the software that came with your GPS on your computer. Select your golf
course. Set the round by entering the names of the players. Decide if you want an aerial (satellite) view of the course. If so you can select any part of the course to zoom in on. Click Measure to calculate my shot distance the ball traveled. Then go where your ball landed. Log your shot and
which club you used [Source: Skygolf]. Log your scores and stats, and those of other players, on GPS scorecards. Record your chips, sand shots and penalties on the right screen for each. Press Continue the game to save the recorded information. Select Round &gt; Previous round to
view, edit, or delete previous rounds. Select cumulative statistics to see a summary of all rounds played [Source: GolfLogics]. To optimize the battery life of your mobile device when using the Golf GPS app, do one or more of the following: Make sure your battery is fully charged before
starting your round. Adjust the brightness of your screen so that it is less than 50 percent. You do this by selecting Settings &gt; . Display.Use an external battery charger as a back-up to ensure that your battery remains up to [Source: GolfLogix]. &gt;&gt; Advertising uses LiveAbout cookies
to provide you with a great user experience. By using LiveAbout, you acknowledge our use of cookies. Price doesn't mean everything when it comes to golf clubs, but that doesn't mean you should rush to the nearest yard sale for a set of $17 hand-me-downs included. If you're willing to
splurge (just a little) you can walk away with a high-quality set that every last mulligan will endure. Here are some searching for. Drivers: You want to hit it further from Tiger, but if all you care about is the distance, you'll have to spend too much time in the woods. Most companies like the
industry's top dogs Tellermed (R11, $399.99); Burner Superfast 2.0, $299.99) and Colway Hawk, $399.99), feature technology that helps you hit it straight away. If it's not in the budget, max offsets from SC Cobra ($249) and Bazooka JMax are from Gold Driver Tour Edge Golf ($129.99)
option. Find a three wood and five wood to complete your set of metal wood. These clubs will run about $50 less than a driver. Irons: Pay attention to words like game improvement and extended dessert spot. If you're not a total newbie, ping G15 irons or Nike VR Pro combo irons are ideal,
if pricey, $899.99 options on each. But the development of hybrid clubs (imagining a fairway wooden-loving child and the impossible to hit 3-iron) has been the most recent revolution in equipment. Hybrids make it easy to get out of the rough, and spend a lot of time in the early stages. The
Cleveland Golf Launcher combo set features a 3-, 4,, and 5-through hybrid and 6-iron through the pitching wedge. Adams Idea Tech combo offers 4-hybrid and 5 iron through set gap wedge. Each set retails for about $399. WEDGES/PUTTERS: Still hooked on the distance - is everything
myth? More than half the shots come from within 100 yards of the green taking over the early course. Most early sets include a pitching wedge. Now you need a sand wedge to help you get out of the bunkers (don't call them sand traps); Cleveland Golf and Titleist make the most popular
wedges — each costs around $120. You don't need it yet, so opt for Nike SV+ ($69.99) or Adams Watson VII ($59.99) wedges. Punters come in about three forms: blades, mallet, and exotic motherhood. New models from titleist Scotty Cameron or Odyssey can cost more than most drivers.
They're fantastic, but that's pretty much scratchy for now. Ping Putter is the patriarch of supremacy; You can get a blade from the company's Kirsten series for $89.99. Odyssey 2009 White Hot XG Mallet also has a great deal at $99.99. Your feet: You'll walk about five miles during round
one (more as a new hacker), so a pair of good golf shoes will help you improve your game off the ground. You can leave a bundle on old-school saddle shoes, but don't bother. Adidas rocks some of the best styles, especially Trackeran Lite FM ($79.99). FootJoy, the leader in golf shoes
ever since his great-grandfather was a Niblick swinging, has broken from tradition to create men's street models, which looks like a skate sneaker ($89.99) and is just as comfortable. Your swing: Now that you've dropped some cash on shiny new sticks, learn to make them work. Your
friends can offer a lot of suggestions, but their swings aren't much better than yours. So tune them out and call a PGA of America pro for help. Just plug in your zip code and find the teacher who will keep you out of the rough. This content is created and retained by a third party, and
imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You piano.io Island Sarah Schlichter Cities Ashley Rossi Entertainment Carl Unger Group Tour Ashley Rossi Our editors freely do this and May be able to find out more about content of sorts test, and recommend the best
products and services; You can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. 07 of 01 Garmen Approach G 80 Golf Course GPS is a full color handheld GPS device that is perfect for any golfer. The roughly three-inch
to five-inch device does everything a great GPS device needs, from telling you your distance to green to adjust the distance to altitude. The simple device has a touchscreen for streamlined use on the course and features colorful maps depicting the holes you're golfing. This popular golf
GPS option also includes free and automatic Wi-Fi golf course updates and variable fonts for better view. Your previous game will be missed by this Garmin GPS and you can also share information on the device with friends via Garmin's website. The G80 also lets you get smartphone
notifications on GPS and tells you the distance and direction you need to hit your ball whenever the flag is out of sight. 07 of 02 do not want to carry a GPS device in hand? Why not try an app? Arccos tracking system has small sensors that you can plug into the top of your clubs and an app
that allows you to track every shot you take. Using a combination of Bluetooth and GPS, your Accos Tracker can give you a bird's eye view of the exact distance and speed of your shot golf course. Accos comes with a one-year subscription to its premium service and lets friends compete
with each other for the most distant drives, best shots and other stats, even if they stay away from each other. The sensor fits easily into the top of most grip and its lightweight structure does not affect its swing. The app is loaded with 40,000 golf courses and can remember and compare
each one of your shots with millions of other shots Arccos users. 07 Simple and efficient 03, the best audio GPS golfBuddy voice for golf on the market is 2 GPS. This GPS is a small electronic device that can tell you how far you have to pin in 11 different languages, as well as display
information on the small black and white screen. This small device can be placed in a bag, pocket or cart and tells golfers what their distance is in front, middle and back of the green. This compact device is pre-loaded with over 38,000 courses and can hold up to 40,000. There are no
charges for any aspect of golf Buddy Voice 2. It is a great tool for senior golfers as well as multilingual foursomes. You can play several rounds of golf at the same fee. 07 out of 04 GPS clocks have become some of the most popular ways to tell how well you shot the ball. Unlike GPSes in
hand or connected apps, watches a flash by you pausing to see your wrists rather than pull out a gadget See that significant distance number. There there There's a lot of watches that work great for golf, but garmin approaches the S60 GPS watch best. This sporty Garmin Watch has a
high quality touchscreen display to show you green, water hazards, bunkers and fairways, all in full color. It comes with 40,000 pre-loaded courses from around the world and quickly tells you your location and green distance. The battery can last up to 10 hours as a Golf GPS device and up
to 10 days as a simple watch. Additionally, the screen is made for use in bright, sunny conditions. In white or black silicone or available with a black leather strap, Garmin is a comfortable and nice-looking option that does everything you need in a GPS golf watch.  Continue to 5 out of 7
below. 07 of 05 IZZO Golf Masters 5000 is a great value, but it's far from cheap. This durable, water-resistant hand-in-hand GPS device includes 38,000 pre-loaded golf courses and a full color two-inch, LCD display. Giving you the distance to the front, back and center of the green, as well
as the layup for doglegs and hazards, IZZO does everything the top-of-the-line GPSes do for a fraction of the price. However, the IZZO also includes an array of functions not found on every GPS such as a scorecard mode, a longer battery life and magnetic charging. This value device is
great as a gift and you won't have to worry about putting it in your bag. Skycaddie 07, a major brand in golf gadgets 06, features a hand-in-hand GPS device that golfers will love. With a large, four-inch, full-color touchscreen, golfers can navigate more than 35,000 pre-loaded golf courses
on GPS with ease and intuition of handling a smartphone. Easily understand your location, your distance to greens, bunkers and hazards on a wide and colorful map in the palm of your hand with SkygolfskicadeY SX400 GPS. With an eagle-eye view, this device lets you zoom in, so you
know the distance needed for a birdie. You can update this GPS wirelessly via WiFi. 07 of 07 If you do not want to carry GPS in your hand or on your wrist, use the Bushnell Phantom Golf GPS. Designed to be left connected to a cart through your attached clip, The Bushnell device lets you
keep your hands free. This GPS unit has about 40,000 course pre-loaded and 10 hours battery life. You can also mark four threats per hole on this device. The Bushnell Phantom has a very simple black and grey display, showing hole numbers, equals and three green distances. distance.
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